Interference Complaint
I, _________________________, am a regular listener of Radio Station WAOX(FM), 105.3 MHz,
Staunton, Illinois.
I have begun [Check all that are applicable]:
having problems picking up WAOX

getting poorer reception of WAOX than I used
to enjoy

receiving a different station than WAOX
I listen to WAOX: [Check all that are applicable]:
in or around my home, using a fixed receiver,
a portable receiver, or a headset radio

in my vehicle, using the vehicle’s radio

at work, using a fixed receiver, a portable
receiver, or a headset radio

while outdoors using a portable radio, a headset radio,
or other portable device

While in my vehicle, or outdoors, or both, my reception of WAOX has become impaired at these locations:1

My reception of WAOX has been affected in the following ways [Check all that are applicable]:
WAOX’s signal is now noisy or scratchy, where it used to be clear
WAOX’s signal is now noisier or scratchier than it used to be
I am picking up a different station than WAOX, and not picking up WAOX at all.
(Please provide a description in the space provided below... the type of programming that you are hearing, the
call letters of any Station Identification that you hear at or near the top of the hour or at other times, etc.)

1

Please be as specific as you can. For example, please provide specific streets or routes, entrance and exit
points, intersections, mile markers, or landmarks.
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when I tune to WAOX, WAOX keeps fading in and out, where it used to be steady
when I tune to WAOX, WAOX keeps fading in and out, a different station takes over when WAOX fades
out, and then WAOX takes over again.
(Please provide a description in the space provided below... the type of programming that you are hearing, the
call letters of any Station Identification that you hear at or near the top of the hour or at other times, etc.)

when I tune to WAOX, I hear a different station and not WAOX.
(Please provide a description in the space provided below... the type of programming that you are hearing, the
call letters of any Station Identification that you hear at or near the top of the hour or at other times, etc.)

in other ways. (Please provide a description in the space provided below.)

If I listen to Station WAOX at work, my work address is:
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
[ ] N/A
The make(s), model(s), and type(s) of the receiver(s) on which I am having WAOX reception problems
appear below. For the Receiver Type, please specify:
F for Fixed (a Stereo Receiver, a Tabletop Radio, or a Clock Radio); P for Portable (e.g., a batterypowered portable transistor radio); H for Headset; I-D for In-Dash Car Radio; or O for Other.
If there are WAOX reception problems on two or more receivers, please list each separately.
Receiver Make

Receiver Model

Receiver Type
(F, P, H, I-D, or O)
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Receiver Make

Receiver Model

Receiver Type
(F, P, H, I-D, or O)

I first began experiencing or noticing interference to reception of Station WAOX on or around this date:
____________, 201__.
I understand that someone has obtained authority from the Federal Communications Commission (the FCC)
for authority to operate a robot FM station on 105.3 MHz in the Saint Louis area. This may be the source of my
problem.
I am very concerned about this. I do not want to lose or have impaired service from station WAOX(FM)
due to interference from this robot FM station.
I am not affiliated with Station WAOX(FM), other than as a listener of the Station.
I understand that Station WAOX may file this Interference Complaint with the FCC (with telephone
number(s) and email address redacted so that they will not made part of the public record.)
The contents of this Interference Complaint are true and correct to the best of my personal knowledge,
information, and belief, under penalty of perjury.

______________________________________
[Signature]
Date: _________ ___, 201__
[Printed] Name: ______________________________________
Address:

Telephone: _________________________

___________________________________________

_________________________

___________________________________________

Email: _____________________________
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Additional Comments (if any):

